
Team Chess Battle

Analog Games in a Digital Space

Board games have largely missed out on the eSports craze, and yet, their familiarity might 

hold a key to moving eSports into the more mainstream market of physical sports. Blizzard 

has attempted this conversion of analog-to-digital through Hearthstone as a digital version 

of Magic: The Gathering, but ultimately MTG as an analog deck-building game caters to a 

niche audience (so perhaps Hearthstone’s popularity ceiling is quite low). Words With 

Friends successfully “socialized” the ubiquitous game of Scrabble, but Zynga’s business model 

doesn’t allow for competitive play, so the mainstream invasion has stopped at the social 

level. For this assignment, I am introducing an asymmetric redesign of chess, entitled Team 

Chess Battle. Team Chess Battle takes an eSports-focused approach to the classic game. It 

takes the turnless variations of chess, and reframes chess as a team game. And conveniently, 

there is no trademark holder for the game of chess.

The idea of digital turnless chess has existed for ~15 years (Kung Fu Chess, Tempest Chess 

Judo Chess, etc.). Although the goal of the game is still the same, the game differs in that 

players can move their pieces freely without waiting for their opponent to move. One 

consistent innovation across turnless chess games is the idea of “recharging”; that is, when a 

chess piece has been moved to a new square, a certain period of time must elapse before 

that piece can be moved again. In other words, your piece is a sitting duck while it is 

recharging. Unlike classic chess games, which can take hours, turnless chess games last just 

minutes, and are arguably more accessible to a mainstream viewing audience. 

Redesigning Chess

Team Chess Battle seeks to alter the symmetry of player versus player in both classic chess 

and its turnless innovation. Turnless chess alters the synchrony variable of gameplay, but to 

the best of my knowledge, nobody has actually split up the roles of the chess pieces 

amongst a team (i.e. introducing asymmetry to the game). In other words, there does not 

yet exist an asymmetric form of chess. Team Chess Battle explores the idea of adding 



asymmetry to the game of chess by restricting control of each type of piece to one player. 

In other words, as there are six piece types in chess, a Team Chess Battle match would be 6 

on 6. Since the different chess pieces already play asymmetric roles under the symmetric 

nature of the chess itself, the game actually lends itself quite nicely to an asymmetric 

redesign. It is important to note that as Team Chess Battle is also designed to be a 

synchronous version of classic chess, I am grandfathering the rules and features of turnless 

chess (as-is) into this first iteration of TCB as they are stated above. In terms of player 

communication, teams interact by microphone/headset. Once all pieces of a type are 

removed from a game, that player can still communicate, and can use the lack of 

controllable pieces to help teammates win the game. 

Game Balance in Team Chess Battle

Chess is hailed as one of the most perfect “strategic” games in human history; turnless chess 

shifts the focus from strategic decision-making to tactical decision-making. Although teams 

might come in with a consistent, specific strategy on how to defeat opponents, because the 

game state changes so quickly (and deviates from the ideal conditions a strategy seeks to 

maintain), there becomes a shifted focus on quickly, and frequently adapting to the new 

game state. If one argues that baseball and chess are analogous on their long-term strategic 

focus, basketball or soccer might similarly serve as accurate analogies to the tactical focus of 

Team Chess Battle. With the switch from an emphasis on in-game strategy to in-game 

tactics, elements of the classic chess game would increase and decrease in importance. For 

example, conversion of a weaker piece to stronger piece (i.e., pawn-to-queen) takes on a 

higher priority when the resources devoted to accomplishing that subgoal doesn’t detract 

as much from the ability to achieve the main objective of the game. A final impact on game 

balance is the idea that asymmetric player roles means that each player has different 

abilities, and as a result, different subgoals. For example, the king probably isn’t going to go 

on the offensive, whereas the queen is likely going to lead the offensive charge. Pawns might 

be more focused on creating opportunities, and knights might try to exploit the lower 

salience of the L-shaped movement pattern to launch surprise attacks on other pieces. 



Social Interactions in Team Chess Battle

Although chess is a multiplayer game (i.e. 2 players), this redesign turns chess into a team 

game, and the switch to teams necessarily introduces a new set of social interactions. While 

many of those interactions are common across all team games/sports, there are three 

elements of asymmetry that would come into play during a Team Chess Battle game. First, 

the power dynamics of the different pieces can effect change on the behavior of the player 

controlling that piece. Secondly, there is the interplay of six different piece types, with 

different abilities and subgoals trying to come together in one unified, organized strategy. 

Finally, there’s the element of “sacrifice”, which takes on a new emotional meaning when 

one player is either asked to, or intuitively knows/decides to sacrifice [part of] themselves 

for the good of the game/team. And since TCB can be played in a casual setting (i.e., I look 

onto the site and play a discrete session with randoms or my friends), or in a longer-term, 

competitive setting (i.e. like eSports) these social interactions would likely vary across level 

of team duration.

By virtue of their asymmetry, chess pieces represent a fixed power dynamic. The king 

represents the finitude of the game. The queen is the pinnacle of the offensive strength, 

whereas pawns can play effective defense to make up for their low power level. In splitting 

these roles by player, the power dynamic has to translate to the team, as well. The controller 

of pawns is accepting a supporting role, whereas the king has to take on the role of not 

getting captured. In a casual setting, there will be a need to establish how closely the power 

dynamic of the game maps to the new team. In joining a random game, there may be 

power struggles, but at the same time, strangers might also decide to be agreeable. Also, 

not every player wants the responsibility of power, especially in a casual setting. In the 

competitive setting, there is more room for a supporting player to take a leading role, 

especially as there is (hopefully) respect across a successful, long-standing team.

Leveraging the asymmetric roles of the six different types of chess pieces by limiting each 

player’s control to just one type of piece necessitates the social interaction of developing a 

general pregame strategy or set of agreed-upon tactics. As explained in the “Game Balance” 

section above, the abilities of each piece type lend themselves to different subgoals during a 



game of TCB. Organizing (and maintaining organization of) those subgoals becomes crucial 

to winning the game. In a casual setting, players likely haven’t played together (much), so the 

social interaction of employing tactics on the fly requires players to either quickly agree on 

a leader or on solutions, or experience the frustration of no team unity; likely, both 

scenarios would occur. In the case of competitive TCB, we would see the progression of 

team cohesion as players develop loyalty and commitment to a competitive team.

The role of piece-sacrifice in chess might have the most interesting ramifications on social 

interactions amongst TCB players. In the casual setting, players would likely have more 

individual goals in playing the game beyond just “winning”. In other words, people are on to 

have fun or improve their own skills, and sacrificing their pieces (and time!) for the good of 

an ephemeral team would contradict those goals. The conflict of individual versus “team” 

goals would create a frequent situation upon which players would consciously have to 

decide, fully knowing their “team” might notice a selfish decision. In the competitive setting, 

where winning is presumably the sole goal of invested teams, the decision to sacrifice when 

necessary is probably accepted; however, teams might begin to develop strategies that use 

piece sacrifice to their advantage. Ultimately, you’re asking a lot out of someone to routinely 

“sacrifice” a portion of their stake in a game or ability to develop an offensive strategy [for 

the good of the whole], so trust and respect would necessarily have to be strong amongst 

team members, especially towards those who are willing to more often play a supporting 

role. 

Future Plans for Team Chess Battle

In closing, Team Chess Battle is leveraging the ubiquity of chess to help the eSports market 

reach a wider audience. Although chess has a fairly strict set of rules – TCB need not 

adhere to these rules; rather, chess is simply representing the use of an analog game as the 

basis for building an out-of-the-box accessible eSport. My team and I have discussed some 

further innovations to the game that might be implemented in a second, more in-depth 

iteration. For example, pieces should probably have different recharge times (pawns 

recharge really fast so they can move quickly, whereas the powerful queen might recharge 



more slowly). Powerups could also play a role in TCB; e.g., allowing pieces to temporarily 

recharge more quickly (or even instantly), giving pieces HP, or allowing a player to switch 

the places of pieces on the board. A fundamental, but potentially interesting change might 

include the ability to convert a pawn into a second (nth) king, to further change the finitude 

of a TCB game. And finally, if every member of a piece type is captured, perhaps that 

player’s microphone could be turned off for the duration of the game (unless a pawn 

converts itself into that type of piece). Ultimately the point is to use a ubiquitous game to 

build an eSport with the goal of bringing the eSports market closer to the mainstream 

audience that physical sports currently capture. 


